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                 Timeline of activities in the early history of the universe and prehistoric Earth, 

see Human prehistory is the period between the use of the first stone tools c. 3.3 million 

years ago by hominins and the invention of writing systems. The earliest writing systems 

appeared c. 5,300 years ago, but it took thousands of years for writing to be widely 

adopted, and it was not used in some human cultures until the 19th century or even until 

the present. The end of prehistory therefore came at very different dates in different places, 

and the term is less often used in discussing societies where prehistory ended relatively 

recently.  
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Massive stone pillars at Göbekli Tepe, in southeast Turkey, erected for ritual use by early 

Neolithic people 11,000 years ago. 

 

                                    

 
                     

                           

                           Man in wilderness                                

                                Beginning                                           

  

                 Records become a useful academic resource. For example, in Egypt it is 

generally accepted that prehistory ended around 3200 BCE, whereas in New Guinea 

the end of the prehistoric era is set much more recently, at around 1900 common 

era. In Europe the relatively well-documented classical cultures of Ancient Greece 

and Ancient Rome had neighbouring cultures, including the Celts and to a lesser 

extent the Etruscans, with little or no writing, and historians must decide how much 

weight to give to the often highly prejudiced accounts of these "prehistoric" cultures 

in Greek and Roman literature. 

                            In dividing up human prehistory in Eurasia, historians typically use the 

three-age system, whereas scholars of pre-human time periods typically use the well-

defined geo record logic  and its internationally defined stratum base within the ge                                         

The term "prehistory" can refer to the vast span of time since the beginning of the 

Universe or the Earth, but more often it refers to the period since life appeared on Earth, 

or even more specifically to the time since human-like beings appeared.  

               The date marking the end of prehistory is typically defined as the advent of 

the contemporary written historical record. The date consequently varies widely 

from region to region depending on the date when relevant ologic time scale. The 
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three-age system is the periodization of human prehistory into three consecutive 

time periods, named for their respective predominant tool-making technologies:  

 
 

*Map of early human migrations, according to mitochondrial population genetics. 

Numbers are millennia before the present (accuracy disputed). 

 

                            The main source of information for prehistory is archaeology, but some 

scholars are beginning to make more use of evidence from the natural and social sciences. 

This view has been articulated by advocates of deep history.  

                          The primary researchers into human prehistory are archaeologists and 

physical anthropologists who use excavation, geologic and geographic surveys, and other 

scientific analysis to reveal and interpret the nature and behavior of pre-literate and non-

literate peoples. Human population geneticists and historical linguists are also providing 

valuable insight for these questionsCultural anthropologists help provide context for 

societal interactions, by which objects of human origin pass among people, allowing an 

analysis of any article that arises in a human prehistoric context. Therefore, data about 

prehistory is provided by a wide variety of natural and social sciences, such as 

paleontology, biology, archaeology, palynology, geology, archaeoastronomy, comparative 

linguistics, anthropology, molecular genetics and many others.  

                  Human prehistory differs from history not only in terms of its chronology but in 

the way it deals with the activities of archaeological cultures rather than named nations or 

individuals. Restricted to material processes, remains and artifacts rather than written 

records, prehistory is anonymous. Because of this, reference terms that prehistorians use, 

such as Neanderthal or Iron Age are modern labels with definitions sometimes subject to 

debate.  
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